amazon com nikon d40 d40x digital field guide - nikon d40 d40x digital field guide is filled with everything you need to know in order to take amazing photographs using your nikon d40 or nikon d40x this full color portable guide walks you through the essential controls features and functions of your nikon d40 or d40x digital slr using step by step instructions and full color images of each menu screen. nikon digital slr cameras - levels of nikon digital slrs while all of the nikon digital slr cameras capture images with exceptional color and detail there are several distinct levels of performance. bythom new camera and photography articles nikon dslr - top holiday deals still active b h has the sony a9 with some extras at us 1000 off us 3500 this is an excellent camera for sports and at that price is a good choice for someone starting a career in pj sports photography. nikon d80 custom setting menu ken rockwell - 01 beep turn this off this is the idiotic and annoying focus confirmation beep turn it off the beep annoys others and is very rude focus confirmation is indicated by a dot in the lower left of the finder. nikon d90 guide the digital slr guide - in comparison nikon d90 vs d80 the nikon d90 is such a substantive improvement over the d80 that it seems a bit odd to even compare the two but the d80 is the direct predecessor to the d90 so it helps to run down what the d90 offers that the d80 does not and why you might be inclined to fork over the extra money for the more recent model. underwater digital cameras underwater photography guide - underwater camera guide for underwater photography covering compact underwater digital cameras and dslrs best camera and underwater housing choices for canon nikon olympus ikelite fuji sea sea aquatica sony nauticam panasonic. dslr resolution and noise comparison ken rockwell - resolution and noise have almost nothing to do with real image quality unless you look at three foot 1m wide images from a few inches away the details of this test only show the finest details not the much more important color and overall look of these images.
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